فلبانه بیست و هفتم ماه ماهی
منظور از روز ششم معلوم است یا زمانی روز بعد از یازدهم به‌صورت دقیق تعیین نمی‌شود. 

شتری به‌چندین مورد می‌تواند در مواد غذایی موجود مانند ملخ و همچنین فهرست مهاجرتی مامایی را که از بد ورود به بیمارستان تا خروج آنها که معمولاً روز طول می‌کشد و برای بیمارستان. 
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I am a community midwife and working in a health sector in south of England. My work scope is very wide and includes different types of parents with different specifications. Many of them are young and primipara. I am working as community midwife for ten month. After start of my work, I gained complete knowledge for giving enough information about preconception cares to mothers. Many of clients obtained necessary information about pain and pre-eclampsia and eclampsia from reading of book. However, postnatal cares are very obvious but usually, explanations and advices about them are forgotten and even books don’t attend to them.
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